
Account-based advertising so simple, your 
salespeople can launch their own campaigns
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WHAT WE’RE ABOUT

Innovative 
advertising 
technology for 
Account-Based 
Marketer

Pick Accounts

Choose Ads

Launch Your Campaign

B2B 
advertising 
experts to 
guide your 
campaigns

Five-star 
customer 
experience 
and support

ACCOUNT-BASED 
ADVERTISING



YOU’RE IN GOOD HANDS

ListenLoop is  an innovative leader in the B2B advertising space.

3

Have Worked With: 
50+ Clients

Team:  
6 experts

Experience:  
3 years in market

VC Funding: 
$2M



SUCCESSFUL TRACK RECORD

Delivering posit ive results for the most sophisticated marketers

$100M ARR Software Co.

32% lift on 
conversion

11% revenue lift 
over 12 month

$50M ARR Software Co.

67% lift on 
conversion rates

70% account 
penetration



VALUE PROPOSITION

• Convince team, management to adopt ABM

• Orchestrate ABM campaigns
• Aligning sales & marketing is hard + Coordinate w/ sales on 

accounts

• Measure results at account level

• Hard to make content for account segments

• Put resources into ABM and 6 months later there’s little to 
show

• Don’t have enough time to execute ABM and other marketing 
duties

• Predict accounts in the market for my solution; targeting 
accounts you want is not enough.

• Selected accounts have better funnel conversion, lead 
quality, and deal size

• Improve sales & marketing efficiency 

• More engagement from high-impact accounts

• Closing strategic accounts gives more credibility and trust 
in market

• Boosting your brand for targeted accounts
 
• Sales & management feel happier when marketing helps 

move the ball forward on selected accounts

• Identify Hot accounts for salespeople

PAINS RELIEF



CLIENT SUCCESS:  LEADING SECURITY SOFTWARE

Increase visitor-to-win conversion by 19%

Boost sales velocity by 37%

Brief description from the case study

Brief description from the case study

ListenLoop increases sales velocity by 37% and visitor-to-win conversion rate by 19%

37%

19%

VISITORS

TOFU

MOFU

BOFU

WIN

+19%
Lift

{industry}

AD D
RIP

 {job_title}



CLIENT SUCCESS:  $50M B2B SOFTWARE COMPANY

ListenLoop boosts conversion rate by 76% and delivers $4.2M incremental revenue

Delivers $4.2M incremental revenue

Brief description from the case study

Increase visitor-to-win conversion by 76%

Brief description from the case study
76%

NEED
Educate and nurture prospects to support 
sales team in closing new logos

SOLUTION
Deliver dynamic, personalized display ads 
for top prospects based in their website 
behaviours and CRM data

RESULTS
Boosted visitor-to-win conversion rate by 
76% and people exposed to ListenLoop ads 
generated more revenue ($4.2 M) than 
baseline group of equally qalified prospects

AD



Pick Accounts

Choose Ads

Launch Your Campaign

ACCOUNT-BASED 
ADVERTISING

ACCOUNT-BASED ADVERTISING PLATFORM

Just pick accounts,  upload creative,  and launch your 
campaign to influence your most desired accounts



STEP 1.  SELECT HIGH-IMPACT ACCOUNTS

Upload a CSV file to identify your desired accounts or use ListenLoop’s Account Explorer

HIGH-IMPACT 
ACCOUNTS



STEP 1.  SELECT HIGH-IMPACT ACCOUNTS

HIGH-IMPACT 
ACCOUNTS

Get even more targeted with filters for job titles, locations, and behavioral intent



STEP 2.  UPLOAD OR CREATE ADS

AD AD
AD

AD

UPLOAD

Upload your creatives using images from prior ad campaigns



STEP 2.  UPLOAD OR CREATE ADS

AD AD
AD

AD

UPLOAD

Or use ListenLoop’s Ad Creator to make ads that are automatically personalized per account



STEP 3.  REVIEW & LAUNCH

Upload your creatives using images from prior ad campaigns



STEP 3.  REVIEW & LAUNCH

Or use ListenLoop’s Ad Creator to make ads that are automatically personalized per account



Track overall engagement and hot accounts in our dashboard. 

REVIEW PERFORMANCE
REVIEW



Get statistics for each campaign and identify opportunities to double down.

REVIEW PERFORMANCE
REVIEW



Intuitive reports show how each campaign is performing, which you can share with your team.

DRILL DOWN TO OPTIMIZE CAMPAIGNS



Review the hottest accounts and identify which banner ads performed the best. Then, optimize as needed.

DRILL DOWN TO OPTIMIZE CAMPAIGNS



ADD MORE CAMPAIGNS

Nurture mid-funnel 
leads using 
ListenLoop’s 
audience builder.

Create one campaign for 
visitors who left the pricing 
page, and yet another 
campaign for those who 
submitted a form about a 
particular eBook.

PRICING

eBook

1

2



ACCOUNTS

SELECT ACCOUNTS EASILY

Use ListenLoop’s Account Explorer to select companies that match your criteria.



ACCOUNTS

SELECT ACCOUNTS EASILY

Or synchronize your Salesforce to pull pre-made account lists.



FOCUS ON LONG-TERM SUCCESS

KEY 
ACCOUNTS

short-term (2-4 Quarters) 
where you measure 

movement on key accounts

long-term (1-2 years) where 
you demonstrate improvements in 
marketing efficiency, shorter sales 

cycles, higher deal values, and improved 
brand recognition among strategic accounts.

Don’t fall victim to short-term thinking. The worst 
thing you can do is “loosen the jar” for a competitor 
after you spend time and resources educating a 
buyer about your solution space.  

PLAN FOR ABM SUCCESS IN TWO PHASES:

Short-term

Long-term

deal 
values

brand 
recognition

sales 
cycles

marketing 
efficiency

brand



Account 2
Account 3

PRODUCT ROADMAP

Salesforce integration

Account Explorer

Salespeople can 
nominate accounts

Email notifications 
for Hot Accounts

Account

Account 1



IMPLEMENT IN MINUTES

Pick Accounts

STEP 01

STEP 02

STEP 03

Upload / Create Ads

Review & Launch

ACCOUNT-BASED 
ADVERTISING

Pick your target accounts. 
We recommend aligning 

with your sales team to get 
their input on target 

accounts. Or pull an existing 
account list from Salesforce. 

Upload ad units from your 
last campaign. Don’t have 
any? No problem. Quickly 

create ads using our 
advertising template library.

Review your account list 
and ad units. Then, pick 

your target budget, enter a 
credit card, and click 

“Launch.” Really, that’s it.



RECIPE FOR SUCCESS

Testing
Technology

Tracking

Team

Account
based 

advertising



PRICING



QUESTIONS & NEXT STEPS

RODRIGO FUENTES
rodrigo@listenloop.com

347-744-9023



APPENDIX



Account Based Reporting
Measure website engagement and ad 
impressions per account. Pass that info to 
sales so they can focus on hot accounts.

Warm-up Target Accounts
Deliver ads to selected accounts in advance of 
your phone or email outreach.

Increase Lead Quality
Increase qualified leads by earning mindshare 
from decision-makers at strategic accounts 
that really move the needle for your company

Engage Early
Pick your most desired accounts and deliver 
personalized ads to them while they browse 
the web

Focus on Great Accounts
Spend resources on accounts that deliver 
better conversion rates, deal size, and strategic 
value.

Align Sales & Marketing 
Get your next high �ve from sales when your 
targeted ad campaign helps them book a 
meeting with a hard-to-get account.

Jumpstart an ABM Strategy
Take your first step into ABM with ads before 
coordinating calls and emails so that your leads 
and accounts are primed for the overall 
campaign.

Magnify Your Branding
Get recognition from accounts that matter with 
highly targeted ads that make you look bigger 
than you are.

Stay Top of Mind
Ensure your brand outshines the competition 
throughout the sales cycle with mid-funnel 
nurturing campaigns for key accounts

Drip Personalized Ads
Deliver a sequence of tailored ads for each 
account based on job titles, industries, and 
buying signals


